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"I See You" is a short illustrated book aimed at healing today's Masculine & Feminine. With
beautiful artwork and descriptions for each art piece readers can find inspiration within this book
to serve their:RelationshipsHighest SelfHealingThis book addresses the healing that needs to
be done not with words or a list of how-to's but with images. My goal is to heal this great divide
that's keeping the Masculine and Feminine from being ourselves and coming together. Let us be
the light in each other's lives. We are ever grateful to the Divine Masculine and the Divine
Feminine for our beautiful gifts. We complete each other. We make each other whole - and we all
have the ability to fill each other with light, presence, love, and the infinite vastness of the
universe.



I See YouA Collection of Healing Art Pieces for the Masculine and FeminineArt Direction and
Written by Avi KabaniIllustrated by Broken Isn’t BadCopyright © 2018 Avi Kabani |
AviKabani.com All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic
or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case
of brief quotations embodied in reviews and certain other non-commercial uses permitted by
copyright law.For copyright purposes, we have added a signature to each of the art pieces. The
physical hardcover does not have this signature and is available for purchase on Ebook Library. I
appreciate your support.I want to thank all my teachers, even if you didn’t know you were
one.This book is dedicated to the healing of the Masculine and Feminine.ForewordThere’s a
great divide between men and women today. In an effort to be more equal, we’ve lost what it
means to be truly Masculine and to be truly Feminine. There are many things that make the
Masculine and Feminine different from each other, but there is one thing that we all want—the
openness and depth of love and presence. A love and presence so deep and intense that we
lose ourselves in it totally.Today, it seems our need for genuine attention, validation, touch, and
connection have gone unfulfilled. The longer these basic human emotional needs aren’t met, the
deeper our sense of emptiness grows, the more unbalanced we become, and the less open we
are to other people and experiences.
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RENO, “Great Read for all who want a deeper aspect of love. This book is truly a gem to behold
as it allows one to give an introspection of themselves to look deep within in order to embrace
the fullness of divine masculinity or femininity. An openness to love & healing is what I took from
reading this book.”

Jin N Tonic, “Beautiful, Powerful, True. This short book and it’s beautiful art are such a gift. From
the first page Avi shines a light on what the masculine and feminine truly are, how they exist on
their own, and the incredible transformation when they hold space for each other. Thank you for
this creation.”

Kara, “Beautiful art about Divine Love!. I love this collection of images & words that exemplify the
power of masculine and feminine energy. He describes the dynamics in a poetic way that
anyone can understand. Reading Avi’s work in general helps me feel more empowered to
embrace those aspects of myself, especially how my feminine nature can manifest beautifully in
my relationship. It’s true what he writes, that one cannot exist without the other.”

NaGroM, “Phenomenal book, acted as comfirmation. Every word resonated deeply
within..Mostly acted as confirmation, allowing me to understand the significance of things that
happen on there own while bringing awareness to other aspects.I also feel it could be confusing
for some, reason being- the dimension of stillness is something felt directly, and it may throw
people off If they have yet to experience it within themselves..I thank you for creating this peice
Avi Kabani. It has been my pleasure to read this phenomenal book and i feel it will assist so
many people”

Brittany L., “Awaken your relationship. Beautiful. The text is minimum but precise, just enough to
guide your mind while looking at the amazing illustrations. I’m so happy this will forever be a part
of my collection.”

Kenyatta, “Lovely. The pictures set the pace and the actual words give great detail of the authors
purpose in putting the pieces together. This is a lovely display of art both pictorial and literature.”

Paola, “Truly Beautiful. I loved the large size of the book - it's a lovely coffee table book, or a
conversation starter. The wisdom contained was insightful, and I shared a few images with my
partner. He was delighted with this work too.  Thank you for your art, and guidance.”

Jenifer Q, “Beautiful combo of these 2 artists.. I became more interested in Tantric while reading.
Quick easy to read and definitely gorgeous imagery in words and in drawings.”



Joanne Lee Philpot, “Beautiful and inspirational!. Every person wishing to raise their vibration
and become Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine must experience this book! It is needed now
in this Unity Consciousness between woman and manDivine Life Yogini”

Prabhuta M., “Beautiful. Its the most amazing and soothing book to read, especially with your
partner and it makes you remember the true reasons for desiring connection”

Hello, “Must read. This was beautifully written and I feel a sense of calmness and enlightenment
from reading it. The art pieces show deep emotion and I can't wait to see more.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautiful. Concise heart opening prompts for deepening practice and
explaining the gift of tantra. The illustrations are beautiful and inspiring!Thank you for this sweet
treasure ”

Sheida, “Very awesome. I think this was very well made. Made me happy to read it and I
recommended it to my partner”

The book by Avi Kabani has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 48 people have provided feedback.
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